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Periodic stereoscopic stimuli oﬀer multiple viable solutions to the stereo correspondence problem. When viewing such stimuli for pro-
longed periods of time, observers continually switch their perceptual state between alternative correspondence solutions. We examine the
temporal dynamics of this correspondence bi-stability. Participants were presented with an ambiguous stereogram comprised of regularly
spaced dots. This stimulus was perceived as a fronto-parallel plane situated either behind or in front of ﬁxation, depending on the
achieved correspondence solution. The stimulus was presented continuously for one minute, with participants instructed to report the
sign of the perceived depth at the sound of an auditory prompt presented, on average, every 2 s. Inter-ocular contrast and available dis-
parities were varied so as to manipulate preferred correspondence. We ﬁnd that participants are initially biased to perceive the stimulus
as having an uncrossed disparity. Furthermore, we ﬁnd that following an initial period of change, perceptual preference and perceptual
stability (measured as the probability of an observer’s percept changing between consecutive responses) remain constant over the pre-
sentation period. Finally, we ﬁnd that manipulations of matching preference aﬀect both the transient preference for, and stability of,
one percept over another. Our results suggest two distinct phases of biasing in the correspondence matching process, one early, the other
sustained.
 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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One of the most striking aspects of human visual percep-
tion is that identical stimuli can lead to dramatically diﬀer-
ent perceptual experiences at diﬀerent times. On continual
presentation of such an ambiguous stimulus, an observer’s
perceptual experience can vary from moment to moment,
with competing stimulus interpretations enjoying alternate
periods of dominance and suppression. This phenomenon
is known as perceptual bi-stability and its examination
has proven useful in the study of the neural processes
underlying perception (e.g. Logothetis, 1998; Leopold &
Logothetis, 1999; Logothetis, Leopold, & Sheinberg,
1996; Haynes & Rees, 2005). Bi-stability has been noted0042-6989/$ - see front matter  2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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E-mail address: rg70@st-andrews.ac.uk (R. Goutcher).in many diﬀerent categories of stimuli including motion
plaids (Wallach, 1935; Wuerger, Shapley, & Rubin, 1996;
Hupe´ & Rubin, 2003), structure-from-motion stimuli (Wal-
lach & O’Connell, 1953), ambiguous ﬁgure-ground stimuli
(Rubin, 1921) and ambiguous pictorial depth stimuli
(Necker, 1832; Attneave, 1971). Perhaps the most studied
example of perceptual bi-stability is that of binocular rival-
ry (Wheatstone, 1838; Levelt, 1965; Blake, 1989; see also
the review by Blake & Logothetis, 2002), where perceptual
alternation occurs between distinct images simultaneously
presented to the left and right eyes.
In this paper we detail a further class of bi-stable stimuli,
those containing ambiguous binocular disparity informa-
tion. The perception of depth in ambiguous binocular dis-
parity stimuli depends upon the resolution of the stereo
correspondence problem (the problem of ﬁnding points
between two images that correspond to an identical loca-
tion in three-dimensional space). In this paper we use the
3576 R. Goutcher, P. Mamassian / Vision Research 46 (2006) 3575–3585term correspondence bi-stability to describe the perceptual
alternation arising from such stimuli.
Correspondence bi-stability occurs when the visual sys-
tem is presented with binocular images containing periodic
patterns (Julesz, 1964; Julesz & Chang, 1976). Such period-
ic stimuli oﬀer multiple solutions to the stereo correspon-
dence problem, since physically distinct components of
the periodic pattern may be inappropriately matched due
to their identical structure. This perception of illusory dis-
parity (i.e., a disparity not consistent with the depth of the
distal stimulus) was noted by Brewster (1844), and is often
referred to as the ‘wallpaper illusion’. Following this
terminology, we refer to the ambiguous periodic stimuli
underpinning correspondence bi-stability as wallpaper ste-
reograms. Fig. 1 depicts such a stereogram, together with
the result of a cross-correlation of the stereo half-images.
The cross-correlation computation demonstrates the
extent of the correspondence problem in wallpaper stimuli,
where multiple peaks in the cross-correlation proﬁle show
the disparities at which binocular half-images are highly
correlated. Note that multiple response peaks are evident
in the output of disparity selective V1 neurones (Cumming
& Parker, 2000) and in computational simulations of V1
disparity processing (e.g. Qian, 1994; Fleet, Wagner, &
Heeger, 1996; Qian & Zhu, 1997). It has therefore become
commonplace to understand the resolution of the stereo
correspondence problem as the elimination of ‘false’ dis-
parities. In the case of an ambiguous wallpaper stereogram,-50
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Fig. 1. (a) An example of the wallpaper stereogram stimulus. Readers able to
uncrossed disparity and should note the shifting of their perception between the
of the wallpaper stimulus. Multiple peaks in the cross-correlation proﬁle indica
the construction of the stimulus. Disparity is deﬁned as a function of the doteliminating multiple peaks in the cross-correlation proﬁle
‘solves’ the correspondence problem, insofar as it provides
a single disparity estimate for the stimulus.
Multiple computational strategies have been applied to
the problem of eliminating false disparities. Central to most
of these strategies is the concept that particular disparity
structures should be preferred a priori over other such
structures. Typically, such prior constraints on disparity
processing take the form of preferences for small absolute
disparities and/or small relative disparities, although many
other matching constraints have been proposed (see How-
ard & Rogers, 2002 for a comprehensive review). Strategies
of minimising absolute and relative disparities have been
referred to as nearest neighbour and nearest disparity
matching constraints, respectively. Computational models
of disparity processing have implemented such constraints
in a variety of ways. Prior preferences for small absolute
disparities have been implemented, for example, through
a weighting of the output of a population of disparity ener-
gy neurones (Prince & Eagle, 2000), or through the intrinsic
zero disparity bias of phase-shifted binocular simple cell
receptive ﬁelds (Qian & Zhu, 1997). Similarly, preferences
for nearest disparity matching have been implemented
through the application of coarse-to-ﬁne matching proce-
dures (Marr & Poggio, 1979; Chen & Qian, 2004), spatially
weighted smoothing operations (Qian, 1994; Qian & Zhu,
1997) and variably sized correlation windows (Kanade &
Okutomi, 1994; Banks, Gepshtein, & Landy, 2004).Left Eye
Right Eye
S
2a
free-fuse should perceive a fronto-parallel surface with either crossed or
se two states. (b) The result of a cross-correlation of the stereo half-images
te the correspondence ambiguity inherent in the stimulus. (c) Illustration of
separation s and the dot oﬀset a between images, as per Eq. (1).
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tion of binocular disparity has received a great deal of psy-
chophysical attention, given its importance in the
computational conception of correspondence resolution.
There is strong psychophysical evidence for a bias in favour
of nearest disparity, as opposed to nearest neighbour,
matching in stimuli where these constraints are in competi-
tion (Zhang, Edwards, & Schor, 2001; Goutcher &Mamas-
sian, 2005). Evidence also exists to support the idea of a
preference for horizontal disparities (Schreiber, Crawford,
Fetter, & Tweed, 2001; Cumming, 2002) and the use of fea-
ture similarity constraints, including a preference for
matching features of similar orientation, motion (Van Ee
& Anderson, 2001) and contrast (Anderson & Nakayama,
1994; Smallman & McKee, 1995; although see Petrov, 2004
for an alternative viewpoint).
The use of ambiguous, wallpaper-type, stereograms has
been commonplace in this study of the role of prior match-
ing constraints. However, although the temporal bi-stabil-
ity of wallpaper stimuli has been previously noted (e.g.
Julesz & Chang, 1976; Anderson & Nakayama, 1994), a
study of the temporal dynamics of this phenomenon is
somewhat conspicuous by its absence. Previous studies of
temporal factors in stereoscopic vision have tended to con-
centrate on aspects other than correspondence resolution,
such as stereoacuity (Tyler, 1991; Uttal, Davis, & Welke,
1994), fusional limits (Mitchell, 1966) and temporal inte-
gration, (Zhang, Cantor, Ghose, & Schor, 2004).
By investigating the temporal dynamics of correspon-
dence bi-stability one may gain insight into the role of prior
constraints in disparity computation. The visual system
could use prior constraints to oﬀer a fast early estimate
of the depth in a scene, given limited sensory data. This
could prove useful if visual information is noisy, or if some
degree of time is required to obtain more reliable informa-
tion from further processing or other depth cues. Alterna-
tively, when the visual system is confronted with an
ambiguous stimulus, prior constraints could prove impor-
tant in helping to maintain a perceptual state by biasing
the visual system towards a single matching solution and
away from other viable solutions.
Such diﬀering roles for prior constraints in stereo match-
ing lead to diﬀering predictions as to the eﬀects of manip-
ulations that alter the extent to which a stimulus adheres
to a given matching constraint. Early eﬀects of such stimu-
lus manipulations, or early biases in correspondence bi-sta-
bility, would be consistent with the idea of using prior
knowledge in the rapid initial processing of a scene. Alter-
natively, the use of prior constraints to maintain stimulus
stability would be evident in any sustained eﬀect of such
stimulus manipulations.
In this paper we therefore seek to examine the role
played by prior constraints on binocular matching through
an examination of the temporal dynamics of correspon-
dence bi-stability. We further seek to provide a character-
isation of the temporal dynamics of correspondence
bi-stability. More speciﬁcally, we examine the inﬂuence ofprior matching biases on the dynamics of correspondence
bi-stability by varying the disparities of candidate matches
in a wallpaper stereogram (i.e., the disparities that may
arise given diﬀerent correspondence solutions) and by vary-
ing the similarity of matchable features. These manipula-
tions are designed to produce a matching bias through
their inﬂuence on nearest neighbour, nearest disparity
and contrast similarity constraints, respectively.
2. General methods
2.1. Stimulus
The experimental stimulus was a periodic ‘wallpaper’ stereogram com-
prised of regularly spaced dots. Each dot was a small circular Gaussian
with a half-height diameter of 4 arcmin at the 80 cm viewing distance,
and a peak luminance of 36.2 cd/m2, viewed against a black background.
Each wallpaper pattern contained 9 rows and 9 columns of dots in the
image presented to the left eye and 9 rows and 8 columns of dots in the
image presented to the right eye. The separation between dots was regular
and identical along the horizontal and vertical dimensions. The diﬀerence
in the number of columns of dots between images means that no corre-
spondence solution is available to match every dot. Disparity was intro-
duced to the wallpaper pattern by shifting the left and right half-images
by the same amount nasally (nasal shifts correspond to negative, crossed
disparities). When fused, this stereogram leads to the perception of a sin-
gle, fronto-parallel plane with one of two possible disparities given by the
following equations:
d1 ¼ sþ 2a;
d2 ¼ ðsþ 2aÞ ¼ s 2a;

ð1Þ
where s is the separation between dots (12 arcmin) and a denotes the shift
in each half-image (3 arcmin). Therefore, the two candidate surfaces had
either an uncrossed (d1) or crossed (d2) disparity of 6 arcmin. Each stimu-
lus image was presented with a zero disparity reference frame comprised of
regularly spaced, randomly positioned squares of luminance 72.2 cd/m2
and a zero disparity ﬁxation cross, placed at the centre of the stimulus,
measuring 16.5 · 16.5 arcmin. Each half-image, including the zero dispar-
ity surround, measured 5.25 · 5.25 degrees. An example of the experimen-
tal stimulus is shown in Fig. 1.
2.1.1. Manipulating matching preference
Fromthis basic stimulus, two experimentalmanipulationsweremade. In
Experiment 1 the disparity of candidate surfaces was manipulated through
the addition of a disparity pedestal. By changing the disparity associated
with each candidate surface we are varying the extent to which the stimulus
adheres to both the nearest neighbour (i.e., small absolute disparity) and
nearest disparity (i.e., small relative disparity) constraints. In other words,
we are placing one of the candidate surfaces closer to both the plane of ﬁx-
ation, thus favouring the nearest neighbour constraint, and the zero dispar-
ity background, thus favouring the nearest disparity constraint.
The disparity pedestal used to manipulate candidate disparities was of
size 3, 0 or 3 arcmin, added to the initial nasal shift of 3 arcmin, and
was achieved by shifting only stimulus dots (i.e., the reference frame
remained at the plane of ﬁxation). Fig. 2 illustrates the eﬀect of adding
a disparity pedestal on the potential disparities available in the stimulus.
The addition of a disparity pedestal leads to an imbalance in the magni-
tude of available crossed and uncrossed disparities, with the disparities
d1 and d2 of the candidate surfaces given by the following equations:
d1 ¼ sþ 2aþ b;
d2 ¼ ðsþ 2aÞ þ b;

ð2Þ
where b is the experimentally applied disparity pedestal. With no disparity
pedestal (i.e., b = 0) the disparity of the surface is always of magnitude
±6 arcmin. When b = 3 arcmin, available disparities are 9 arcmin for
-3 arcmin
+9 arcmin
a
-6 arcmin
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b
-9 arcmin
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c
Fig. 2. An illustration of the eﬀects of disparity pedestal manipulation on
the disparity of candidate correspondence matches. (a) With a crossed
disparity pedestal of 3 arcmin the disparity of candidate correspondence
matches is skewed in favour of the uncrossed solution: the uncrossed
disparity surface (3 arcmin) lies closer to the plain of ﬁxation than the
crossed disparity surface (9 arcmin). (b) With no disparity pedestal both
candidate correspondence matches lie ±6 arcmin from the plane of
ﬁxation. (c) With an uncrossed disparity pedestal of 3 arcmin the crossed
disparity surface (3 arcmin) lies closer to ﬁxation than the uncrossed
disparity surface (9 arcmin).
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Fig. 3. By manipulating the luminance of pairs of dots, the constraint of
contrast similarity matching can be used to bias the perception of a stereo
wallpaper stimulus between two correspondence matches. (a) With a
positive contrast ambiguity level, the correspondence match that mini-
mizes inter-ocular contrast results in an uncrossed disparity (i.e., dot A
matches to dot C, whilst dot B matches to dot D). (b) When contrast
ambiguity is zero, the inter-ocular contrast between all dots is also zero.
Thus, contrast similarity constraints cannot help to resolve the corre-
spondence problem in a consistent manner. (c) With a contrast ambiguity
level of less than zero, matching is biased towards the crossed disparity
solution (i.e., dot A matches to dot D, whilst dot B matches to dot C).
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the 3 arcmin disparity pedestal, the magnitude of the potential crossed
disparity surface is greater than that of the potential uncrossed disparity
surface. Conversely, when b = 3 arcmin, the potential uncrossed disparity
(9 arcmin) is greater than the potential crossed disparity (3 arcmin). In
each case both the nearest neighbour and nearest disparity matching rules
should prefer to match to the surface that is closer to the zero disparity
reference frame.
A second manipulation of the basic stimulus was implemented in
Experiment 2 by varying the similarity of matchable features. This was
achieved by varying the inter-ocular contrast of pairs of stimulus dots in
accordance with the contrast similarity constraint (Anderson & Nakay-
ama, 1994; Smallman & McKee, 1995).
Contrast similarity was varied through the manipulation of the lumi-
nance of pairs of stimulus dots. Suppose that dots A, B, C and D have
luminance LA, LB, LC and LD, which vary between 0 and 1 (where 0 is
black and 1 is the peak luminance of the monitor). In order to perceive
the uncrossed match, dot A must match to C and B must match to D
(see Fig. 3a). Conversely, for the crossed disparity match to be perceived
A must match to D and B must match to C (see Fig. 3c). Given the con-
straint of contrast similarity, we can selectively impair or enhance a partic-
ular match by increasing the luminance diﬀerence between one pair of dots
whilst preserving the same luminance for the other pair. For example, if
we wish to bias matching towards the uncrossed disparity surface, we
can decrease the luminance of dots A and C whilst increasing the lumi-
nance of dots B and D. Thus, in this instance, LA is identical to LC but
very diﬀerent to LD, whilst LB is identical to LD but very diﬀerent to LC
(see Fig. 3a).A continuum of luminance manipulations may be produced, character-
ising a smooth transition from highly crossed disparity biased to highly
uncrossed disparity biased luminance diﬀerences. We term this continuum
the contrast ambiguity level (Goutcher & Mamassian, 2005) and denote it
with the symbol /. Negative values of / (between 1 and 0) correspond to
crossed disparity biased luminance diﬀerences. Positive values of /
(between 0 and 1) correspond to uncrossed disparity biased luminance dif-
ferences. This contrast ambiguity scale may be characterised more precise-
ly in terms of the explicit values of luminances LA, LB, LC and LD, which
may be deﬁned as follows:
LA ¼ ð1 /Þ=2;
LB ¼ ð1þ /Þ=2;
LC ¼ ð1 j/jÞ=2;
LD ¼ ð1þ j/jÞ=2:
8>><
>>:
ð3Þ
Readers should note that the matching preference of a given contrast
ambiguity level or disparity pedestal is deﬁned independent of its actual
eﬀect on perception. Our manipulations aﬀect the adherence of the stimu-
lus to notional matching constraints and we interpret the eﬀect of these
manipulations as an indication of the action of such constraints. Note also
that the manipulations of candidate disparities and contrast similarity
were made in separate experiments. In the experiments detailed here, no
stimulus was biased with regard to both its contrast similarity and disparity
pedestal status.
2.2. Participants
Six observers participated in Experiment 1, with an equal number
participating in Experiment 2. Author RG was a participant in both
experiments, as were three other observers. All observers had normal
or corrected-to-normal vision. Three of the participants in Experiment
1 and 2 participants in Experiment 2 were experienced psychophysical
observers. With the exception of author RG, all participants were
naı¨ve as to the purpose of the experiments. All participants were staﬀ
or students of the University of Glasgow and were paid for their
contribution.
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Fig. 4. Time-course of a single experimental block. (a) Each stimulus was
presented continuously for 60 s. (b) Every 2 s, on average, participants
were provided with an auditory cue (a ‘beep’) to response as to their
current perceptual state. The exact timing of the beep was temporally
‘jittered’ by a random value, drawn from a uniform distribution with
limits ±500 ms. (c) On presentation of each auditory cue, participants had
a window of 1 s to respond, stating whether the stereoscopically deﬁned
surface appeared in front of, or behind the plane of ﬁxation.
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Experiments were conducted using an Apple PowerMac with a G4
processor. All stimuli were presented on a Sony Trinitron monitor with
a refresh rate of 75 Hz and a resolution of 1152 · 870 pixels. Stimuli were
generated and presented using MatlabTM combined with the Psychophysics
Toolbox extensions (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997). Participants viewed the
stimuli in a darkened room with head movements restricted by a head
and chin rest. Binocular fusion was obtained using a modiﬁed Wheatstone
stereoscope.
Fig. 4 illustrates the time-course of a sample experimental trial. Stimuli
were presented for 60 s. During the presentation period, participants were
prompted to report their percept by making a key press at the sound of a
‘beep’. Participants’ task was to decide whether the stimulus appeared in
front of or behind the ﬁxation cross (crossed or uncrossed disparity
response). Beeps were presented, on average, every 2 s, beginning 1 s after
stimulus onset, and were temporally ‘jittered’ to avoid anticipatory eﬀects.
The temporal ‘jitter’ of each beep extended 500 ms around the mean and
was drawn from a uniform distribution. Thus the ﬁrst beep occurred
500 ms after stimulus onset, at the earliest, or 1500 ms after onset, at the
latest. Each participant made 30 responses per trial. Responses made more
than 1 s after the beep were discarded. In both experiments 1 and 2, each
participant viewed 16 repeated trials of the stimulus. The experimental
manipulations of pedestal disparity and contrast similarity were made
between trials (i.e., a single trial contained 30 responses to the same stim-
ulus). The order of stimulus presentation was randomized in each experi-
ment. Readers are referred to Mamassian and Goutcher (2005) for more
details on this method.
3. Results
Data on perceptual bi-stability are usually analyzed with
reference to the duration of periods of perceptual domi-
nance, the so-called phase duration (e.g. Blake & Logothe-
tis, 2002). Phase duration is deﬁned as the length of time
for which a stimulus enjoys a period of continued percep-
tual dominance. Such data are often reported in terms of
the mean phase duration for each perceptual state, or the
distribution of phase durations, which is usually ﬁtted with
a gamma function (e.g. Leopold & Logothetis, 1999).
Whilst such an analysis of experimental data has proved
useful in elucidating many important characteristics of bi-
stable perception, it cannot characterise all aspects of suchperception. In reporting the distribution of phase dura-
tions, or simply the mean phase duration, one loses impor-
tant information relating to the change in an observer’s
perceptual state over time. In order to examine this crucial
time-order information, we choose to measure the transient
preference, reversal probabilities and survival probabilities
of observers’ perceptions (Mamassian & Goutcher, 2005).
3.1. Transient preference probabilities
The transient preference probability p(C(t))is the proba-
bility, at time t, of the observer perceiving the stimulus as
having a crossed disparity C. It is, therefore, a measure
of instantaneous perceptual preference. A transient prefer-
ence probability close to one indicates a strong preference,
at that instant, to perceive the wallpaper stimulus as having
a crossed disparity. Conversely, a transient preference
probability close to zero indicates a strong instantaneous
preference for the perception of an uncrossed disparity.
Fig. 5 shows the mean transient preference probabilities,
averaged over all six observers, across time at each dispar-
ity pedestal (a–c) and contrast ambiguity level (d–f). These
data are well ﬁt by a scaled cumulative Gaussian function
with three degrees of freedom—the asymptotic transient
preference a, which we refer to as the stationary regime of
the function, a time constant s describing the time taken
for the function to reach its asymptotic value, and the slope
r of the function. The time constant s is taken as the point
of intersection between the asymptotic line y = a, and the
tangent at the point of inﬂection. For full details of the ﬁt-
ting function readers are referred to Mamassian and Gout-
cher (2005). Readers should note the analysis of mean,
rather than individual data. Whilst individual data display
the same trends as mean data, they contain an additional
oscillatory component due to the regularity of the ordering
of each observer’s perceptual alternations. Analysis of
mean data allows us to overcome this problem with fewer
trials than would be required for a comparable analysis
of individual participant’s data.
The scaled cumulative Gaussian ﬁt provides us with a
good description of the change in transient preference
probability over time. The value of r is positive across all
conditions, indicating that there is a general preference
for the perception of uncrossed surfaces in the early stages
of stimulus presentation. This initial bias to see the surface
behind ﬁxation may be mediated by several factors. One
possible source of bias could be an early constraint derived
from natural image statistics. Hibbard (2006) has shown
that, given the distribution of depth in natural scenes
(Yang & Purves, 2003), uncrossed disparities are much
more likely to occur when observers ﬁxate at near distanc-
es, comparable to the 80 cm viewing distance used here.
Variations in the distribution of disparity at diﬀerent view-
ing distances and visual ﬁeld heights have also been shown
to predict biases in the resolution of the correspondence
problem in brieﬂy presented ambiguous stereograms (Hib-
bard & Bouzit, 2005). Another possible source of bias
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Fig. 5. Transient preference probabilities (TPP) obtained for 6 participants across time in Experiments 1 and 2. (a–c) TPP obtained in Experiment 1 with
disparity pedestals of 3, 0 and 3 arcmin, respectively. (d–f) TPP obtained in Experiment 2 with contrast ambiguity levels of 0.25, 0 and 0.25,
respectively. Readers should note the increase in asymptotic transient preference probability, indicating an increasing preference for the perception of the
crossed disparity surface, as the level of the independent variable is changed from putatively uncrossed, to putatively crossed biased. Error bars show the
standard error of the mean across all 6 participants. The dashed line indicates the TPP at which there is no preference for crossed or uncrossed solutions.
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Fig. 6. Plots of the asymptotic transient preference probabilities obtained
from the ﬁts shown in Fig. 5. (a) Asymptotic transient preference
probability for each disparity pedestal in Experiment 1. (b) Asymptotic
transient preference probability for each contrast ambiguity level in
Experiment 2. Error bars show 95% conﬁdence intervals, obtained after
1000 Monte Carlo simulations.
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wartz & Sperling, 1983; Dosher, Sperling, & Wurst,
1986), which speciﬁes that high luminance points in an
image are closer to the observer than points of low lumi-
nance. This could be aﬀecting perceived depth since stimu-
lus dots are dim compared to the zero disparity surround.
Finally, topology-based stereo matching constraints
(Ramachandran, Rao, Sriram, & Vidyasagar, 1973) could
be demonstrating an early inﬂuence on correspondence res-
olution if they take into account the position of the ﬁxation
cross relative to each stimulus dot.
Readers should note that these possible sources of bias
towards the uncrossed percept make only limited use of
the information available in the image. They do not, for
instance, consider the magnitude of the computed disparity
or the disparity of one point relative to another. As such,
they may be well suited to a process of fast disparity esti-
mation. We will return to this point when discussing the
implications of our ﬁndings for the action of prior con-
straints on stereo correspondence matching.
In addition to the sign of the slope r, all experimental
conditions share a further characteristic property for tran-
sient preference probabilities: after an initial period, tran-
sient preference probabilities level oﬀ at an asymptotic
value. This property is well described by the a parameter
of the scaled cumulative Gaussian function. As noted
above, we refer to this as the stationary regime for transient
preference probabilities. Although all conditions share the
property of having a stationary regime, the value of a that
describes this regime diﬀers between conditions (see Fig. 5).The leftmost column in this ﬁgure shows transient prefer-
ence probabilities for the conditions where the disparity
pedestal (Fig. 5a) and contrast ambiguity level (Fig. 5d)
favour the uncrossed percept. The plots in the central col-
umn (Fig. 5b and e) show transient preference probabilities
for the unbiased conditions. Finally, the rightmost column
(Fig. 5c and f) shows transient preference probabilities for
stimuli that are notionally biased towards crossed dispari-
ties. The eﬀects of our stimulus manipulations on the level
of the stationary regime are summarized in Fig. 6. As the
pedestal disparity (Fig. 6a) or contrast ambiguity level
(Fig. 6b) of the stimulus changes from uncrossed to crossed
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erence probability a increases. Values of a are 0.27, 0.42
and 0.68 for diﬀerent disparity pedestals and 0.33, 0.39
and 0.47 for diﬀerent contrast ambiguity levels. The value
of the stationary regime thus changes in accord with the
intended manipulations of adherence to stereo matching
constraints. The presence of this stationary regime, and
its change in value with diﬀering experimental conditions
shows that prior constraints on stereo matching exert an
inﬂuence on perceived depth throughout stimulus
presentation.
Although the observed eﬀect of manipulating pedestal
disparity or contrast ambiguity on transient preference
probabilities is important for our understanding of corre-
spondence bi-stability, such a measure oﬀers only indirect
information about the temporal dynamics of this bi-stabil-
ity. This is due to the fact that in measuring transient pref-
erence probabilities one ignores the transitions between
perceptual states. Below we examine the temporal dynam-
ics of correspondence bi-stability through an analysis of
these perceptual transitions in terms of the probability of
a percept sustaining or changing over time.
3.2. Reversal probabilities
To understand the temporal dynamics of perceptual
alternation we must understand the possible responses
made by participants over two consecutive ‘beeps’. Partic-
ipants’ responses will conform to one of four patterns over
two consecutive response times t and t + 1. A participant
will either respond that they perceive the stimulus as in
front of or behind ﬁxation at both t and t + 1 or respondytilibab
orP
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Fig. 7. Reversal probabilities (RP) obtained for 6 participants across time in
pedestals of 3, 0 and 3 arcmin, respectively. (d – f) RP obtained in Experiment
a slight increase in asymptotic RP associated with the manipulation of disparity
across experimental conditions. Error bars show the standard error of the methat they perceive the stimulus at one depth at time t,
and the other at time t + 1. We describe this latter pattern
of response as a perceptual reversal. We may calculate the
probability of obtaining such a reversal over the total num-
ber of completed trials, at each time point, for each partic-
ipant. We describe this probability as the reversal
probability v(t) and deﬁne it as the conditional probability
of the response at time t + 1 having changed from that
observed at time t. Unlike the transient preference proba-
bility, an analysis of reversal probabilities reveals nothing
of the instantaneous preference for one percept over anoth-
er. Instead, an analysis of reversal probabilities shows how
stable the perception of the stimulus is over time. Reversal
probabilities close to one indicate that the percept is highly
likely to change between consecutive responses. Converse-
ly, reversal probabilities close to zero indicate that observ-
ers are likely to remain in the same perceptual state
between two such responses. Note that, although the tran-
sient preference probability places a limit on possible rever-
sal probabilities, there is no one-to-one relationship
between the two measures (Mamassian & Goutcher, 2005).
Fig. 7 shows the reversal probabilities over time for each
disparity pedestal (a–c) and contrast ambiguity level (d–f),
averaged over the six observers. As with data for transient
preference probabilities, reversal probabilities are well ﬁt
by a scaled cumulative Gaussian function. One may note
from these ﬁts that, as with transient preference probabili-
ties, reversal probabilities quickly conform to a stationary
regime. Additionally, reversal probabilities tend to be
low initially. That is, following stimulus onset, an observ-
er’s initial percept is unlikely to undergo an immediate
reversal. This result is similar to the pattern of perceptualme (s)
φ = -0.25
b = 0 b = 3
φ = 0
c
f
30 45 60 0 15 30 45 60
Experiments 1 and 2. (a – c) RP obtained in Experiment 1 with disparity
2 with contrast ambiguity levels of 0.25, 0 and 0.25, respectively. There is
pedestal (a – c). Otherwise, the stationary rate of reversal appears constant
an across all 6 participants.
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Rubin, 2003) and to the pattern of reversal probabilities
observed in binocular rivalry (Mamassian & Goutcher,
2005).
In comparing reversal probabilities across the experi-
mental conditions, there appears to be little eﬀect of the
manipulation of pedestal disparity or contrast ambiguity.
Whilst the manipulation of these variables seems to pro-
duce small changes in initial reversal probabilities, together
with changes to the slope of the non-stationary aspect and
changes in the time constant s, such changes do not demon-
strate a consistent pattern. There is, however, a trend
towards a small increase in asymptotic reversal probabilityytilibab
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Fig. 8. Plots of the asymptotic reversal probability obtained from the ﬁts
shown in Fig. 7. (a) Asymptotic reversal probability for each disparity
pedestal in Experiment 1. (b) Asymptotic reversal probability for each
contrast ambiguity level in Experiment 2. Error bars show 95% conﬁdence
intervals, obtained after 1000 Monte Carlo simulations.
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Fig. 9. Survival probabilities (SP) obtained for 6 participants across time in Ex
data and ﬁts for crossed survival probabilities. Filled circles and dashed lines de
show the standard error of the mean across all 6 participants. (a–c) SP ob
respectively. (d–f) SP obtained in Experiment 2 with contrast ambiguity levels
and contrast ambiguity level changes asymptotic survival probability in a manfor putatively crossed biased, compared to uncrossed
biased stimuli (see Fig. 8). Asymptotic reversal probabili-
ties were at a values of 0.15, 0.17 and 0.23 for disparity ped-
estal manipulations, and 0.16, 0.16 and 0.18 for contrast
ambiguity manipulations. This trend reﬂects a small overall
increase in the instability of the stimulus.
It is worth noting that, since the preferred match for a
given stimulus is deﬁned independently of actual perceptual
preference there is no inconsistency in the observation of
an increase in asymptotic reversal probabilities across con-
ditions, given the observed transient preference probabili-
ties. Similarly, since there is no one-to-one relationship
between reversal and transient preference probabilities,
one cannot easily predict the pattern of instability from
the pattern of perceptual preference.
3.3. Survival probabilities
In addition to measuring the probability of a partici-
pant’s perceptual state changing between consecutive
responses, one may also analyse the probability of a given
percept sustaining over time. We describe this as the surviv-
al probability and deﬁne it as the conditional probability of
the response at time t + 1 being identical to the response at
time t. Since both uncrossed and crossed disparity respons-
es may survive, we calculate the survival probability for
each percept separately. That is, there is a crossed survival
probability sC(t) and an uncrossed survival probability
sU(t). An analysis of the survival probabilities is informa-e (s)
φ = -0.25
b = 0 b = 3
φ = 0
c
f
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periments 1 and 2. In each graph, open circles and continuous lines depict
pict data and ﬁts for uncrossed survival probabilities. As before, error bars
tained in Experiment 1 with disparity pedestals of 3, 0 and 3 arcmin,
of 0.25, 0 and 0.25, respectively. The manipulation of pedestal disparity
ner consistent with the supposed change in matching preference.
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for, a given percept. This relationship is best understood
by noting that knowledge of both crossed and uncrossed
survival probabilities is suﬃcient for the calculation of
the corresponding transient preference and reversal proba-
bilities, assuming survival probabilities are constant over a
given period of time (see Mamassian & Goutcher, 2005).
Fig. 9 shows crossed and uncrossed survival probabili-
ties across time for each pedestal disparity (a–c) and con-
trast ambiguity level (d–f), averaged over the six
observers and ﬁt with scaled cumulative Gaussian func-
tions. One may note two important points from the ﬁt to
crossed and uncrossed survival probabilities. First, the
probability of a crossed percept surviving is initially low
for most conditions, whilst the probability of an uncrossed
percept surviving is usually initially high. The exception to
this, in both experiments, is the case when the stimulus is
notionally biased towards the crossed percept. In such con-
ditions the crossed survival probability is initially high,
subsequently reaching a lower stationary regime, whilst
the uncrossed survival probability is constant across stimu-
lus presentation. Such a ﬁnding supports the idea that stim-
ulus stability is aﬀected by the putative manipulation of
correspondence matching constraints. Below, we investi-
gate this idea further by examining the eﬀect of disparity
pedestal and contrast ambiguity manipulations on asymp-
totic survival probability.
As with the analysis of transient preference and reversal
probabilities, survival probabilities for both crossed and
uncrossed percepts quickly conform to a stationary regime,
described by the a parameter of the scaled cumulative
Gaussian ﬁt. The value of a for crossed and uncrossed sur-
vival probabilities changes in line with the change in
notional bias implemented by diﬀering pedestal disparities
and contrast ambiguity levels. That is, as stimulus manipu-
lations change from favouring the uncrossed to the crossed
percept, the asymptotic value for uncrossed survival prob-
abilities falls, whilst the asymptotic value for crossed sur-
vival probabilities increases (see Fig. 10). For changes toytilibab
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Fig. 10. Plots of the asymptotic survival probabilities obtained from the
ﬁts shown in Fig. 9. (a) Asymptotic survival probabilities for each
disparity pedestal in Experiment 1. (b) Asymptotic survival probabilities
for each contrast ambiguity level in Experiment 2. Filled black circles
show uncrossed survival probabilities. Open circles show crossed survival
probabilities. Error bars show 95% conﬁdence intervals, obtained after
1000 Monte Carlo simulations.the contrast ambiguity level, asymptotic survival probabil-
ities are 0.74, 0.79 and 0.81 for crossed percepts and 0.87,
0.82 and 0.79 for uncrossed percepts. It appears, therefore,
that there is only a small change in asymptotic survival
probability associated with the manipulation of contrast
ambiguity. This is to be expected, given the small change
in transient preference probability noted in Section 3.1
above. However, there is a strong eﬀect of the manipula-
tion of disparity pedestal on asymptotic survival probabil-
ity. Changes to the value of the disparity pedestal result in
asymptotic survival probabilities of 0.48, 0.81 and 0.82 for
crossed percepts and 0.87, 0.84 and 0.59 for uncrossed per-
cepts, as the stimulus is changed from putatively uncrossed
to crossed biased.
The observed change in asymptotic survival probabili-
ties demonstrates that the manipulation of adherence to
prior matching constraints aﬀects the temporal dynamics
of correspondence bi-stability, in addition to aﬀecting tran-
sient preferences. Importantly, the observed eﬀects of
manipulating pedestal disparity on the temporal dynamics
of correspondence bi-stability are in agreement with the
intended manipulation of matching priors. That is to say,
the eﬀect of manipulating prior matching constraints is to
alter the stability of each candidate match, not to simply
increase or decrease the general stability of an observer’s
perception. Such a result suggests that prior constraints
on stereo matching have a sustained inﬂuence on the reso-
lution of the stereo correspondence problem.
4. General discussion
4.1. Temporal dynamics of correspondence bi-stability
Although the bi-stability of ambiguous stereoscopic
stimuli is well known (e.g. Julesz, 1971; Julesz & Chang,
1976), a study of the temporal dynamics of this correspon-
dence bi-stability has been conspicuous by its absence. This
paper details the results of precisely such a study. In exam-
ining the temporal dynamics of correspondence bi-stability
we have made use of three diﬀerent, but related, measures
of perceptual alternation: transient preference probability,
reversal probability and survival probabilities (Mamassian
& Goutcher, 2005).
The ﬁrst of these measures was used to examine the
change in observers’ perceptual preferences over time. We
ﬁnd that observers are initially biased to perceive the
uncrossed disparity solution to the stimulus, with this initial
bias rapidly dissipating, resulting in a steady transient pref-
erence probability that varied between 0.27 and 0.68
depending on experimental conditions. The analyses of
reversal and survival probabilities also show that, following
an initial period of change, the relative stability (i.e., prob-
ability of reversal or survival) of observers’ percepts
remains constant over the presentation time. Such a station-
ary regime for perceptual alternation suggests that the
mechanisms governing correspondence bi-stability quickly
reach a steady state. Again the level of the stationary regime
3584 R. Goutcher, P. Mamassian / Vision Research 46 (2006) 3575–3585is dependent upon the precise stimulus conditions. Below,
we discuss our ﬁndings on perceptual stability in the context
of the role of prior constraints in stereo correspondence
matching.
4.2. Correspondence bi-stability and prior constraints
Our study of the temporal dynamics of correspondence
bi-stability reveals two distinct forms of perceptual bias,
which we interpret as evidence of the action of distinct pri-
or constraints on stereo matching. First, observers are ini-
tially biased to perceive the stimulus as having an
uncrossed disparity. Second, the level of the stationary
regime in transient preference and survival probabilities is
aﬀected by the manipulation of stimulus parameters that
alter the adherence of the stimulus to nearest disparity,
nearest neighbour and contrast similarity constraints.
With regard to the initial bias for uncrossed disparities,
above we proposed that such a bias could be indicative of
mechanisms designed to aid the production of a fast ﬁrst
estimate of the depth in a scene. The uncrossed disparity
bias could, in our stimulus, be mediated by prior con-
straints based on natural image statistics (Hibbard & Bou-
zit, 2005; Hibbard, 2006), luminance-based cues (Schwartz
& Sperling, 1983; Dosher et al., 1986) or topology-based
matching constraints (Ramachandran et al., 1973). Each
of these possible sources of bias makes only limited use
of the information available in the image. Such constraints
thus provide computationally simple ways to analyse the
depth in a scene.
The change in the level of the stationary regime with
manipulation of the adherence of the stimulus to nearest
neighbour, nearest disparity and contrast similarity con-
straints indicates a diﬀerent type of eﬀect of stereo
matching constraints on perceptual preference. Whereas
initially manipulations of inter-ocular contrast and dis-
parity magnitude have little or no eﬀect on perceptual
preference, later these factors elicit a sustained inﬂuence
on both perceptual preference and perceptual stability,
as evidenced by the change in asymptotic survival and
transient preference probabilities. It therefore appears
that, once their inﬂuence is exerted, the visual system
makes continued use of the matching preference indicat-
ed by nearest disparity, nearest neighbour and contrast
similarity constraints, using these constraints to maintain
a perceptual preference over the course of stimulus
presentation.
This change in bias over time could reﬂect the action
of distinct stereoscopic systems. Stereopsis appears to be
mediated by at least two such systems, the transient or
qualitative system and the sustained or quantitative sys-
tem (Schor, Edwards, & Pope, 1998). The conception
of transient and sustained stereopsis is, to some degree,
commensurate with our ﬁndings on the temporal dynam-
ics of bias in stereo correspondence matching. The tran-
sient stereo system has been shown to be relatively
unconcerned with many details of stimulus content.Unlike sustained stereopsis, the transient system process-
es disparity in image pairs containing lines of orthogonal
orientation (Mitchell, 1969) and opposite contrast polar-
ity (Pope, Edwards, & Schor, 1999). Transient stereopsis
is also not constrained to match within a half-cycle limit
(Edwards & Schor, 1999). That is, it is not constrained
to match to the nearest neighbour. Finally, Zhang
et al. (2001) have shown that matches that minimise rel-
ative disparity are much more likely to occur with sus-
tained than transient stimuli. This weakened response
of the transient system to many stimulus aspects known
to bias disparity computation ﬁts with our ﬁnding of a
robust initial bias for uncrossed disparities, despite the
presence of stimulus manipulations that show a later
eﬀect on matching.
The ﬁnding of two distinct forms of bias in correspon-
dence bi-stability, one early, the other sustained, poses a
challenge to current models of stereo correspondence
matching. Many models of disparity processing completely
omit any concept of temporal factors (e.g. Qian & Zhu,
1997; Prince & Eagle, 2000; Read, 2002). This is perhaps
unsurprising given the additional computational complexi-
ty such considerations would involve. However, those
models that do include some idea of temporal ordering,
for instance through coarse-to-ﬁne matching procedures
(e.g. Chen & Qian, 2004), may have diﬃculty accounting
for our ﬁndings unless they employ two distinct phases of
disparity biasing.
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